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Kids will love Hoppity Frog--a springtime treat with interactive sliders on each page!Where is

Hoppity Frog? Is he playing in the reeds? No, that's Downy Duckling. Is he paddling through the

pond? No, that's Silky Swan! Children will love pushing out the sturdy sliders on each page of this

board book until they find Hoppity Frog!
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This book is so cute! Other reviewers were concerned that the slides were difficult for little fingers

and hands to operate. At first they are a bit hard to slide but with repeated used they become much

easier to move. I love the vibrant colors in this book and the illustrations are just darling. I would

recommend this book for any one with young children. I originally purchased this for my 2 year old

nephew but my 4 year old son liked the book just about as much as the 2 year old.

The book is super adorable...however, my son (20 months old) gets very frustrated because the

'slide' function is VERY difficult to use. It's even hard for ME to get some of the pages to move up &

down properly. I thought perhaps it would loosen up after more use, but it hasn't. If you're looking for

a book that has push-pull-slide tabs, I would recommend Bizzy Bear books instead. My son can

easily manipulate all of the Bizzy Bear books without any assistance. That being said, it's still a very



cute book.

This is a great book. My daughter got Flutterby Butterfly (same book...different illustrations and text)

when she was 6 months old and she LOVES it. She's now 20 months old and it is still a

favorite...though she can work the pages herself now very easily and she likes to point to things in

the illustrations and say the words. When her cousin was turning 1...we got THIS book for him

(more of a boyish theme). His parents say that he loves it just as much as Allison loved her Flutterby

Butterfly book. He was one who had a hard time sitting still to read books so we thought some

books like this would get him interested...and they HAVE! So great for little ones!

My 10 month old baby boy loves this book. The bright colors & cute animals popping out fascinate

him.The slides were a bit stiff the first few times we used them, so I had to push the animals back

down instead of slide them back Into place. However, after several readings all of the slides move

with ease. Lovely book!

I purchased this book for my nanny children to use at my house. It has quickly become a toddler

favorite! The book is well made and very colorful with adorable illustrations. The sliders work well

and each completes a picture on the page. Both my 15 month and 21 month nanny toddlers love it.

The younger one squeals every time something pops out. Perfect for the peek a boo set.

very cute book. the pages are hard enough that my son hasn't yet ruined it (not even the tabs) so

I'm happy.Downside is that it's pretty short and the text isn't great.My son loves it though so i can't

complain

Bought this for our grandson and am saving it for his next birthday in a few months. He loves all

books that either have moving parts or make sound. It arrived quickly and in perfect condition, was

just as described. Good price.

You really have to break this book in as others have mentioned. I literally spent thirty minutes

straight just sliding the pages back and forth. After that, the "pockets" were stretched out a bit and

the pages slid out much easier. Despite that, it is a fun and creative book! The illustrations are cute

and my kids really like it.
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